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ABSTTRACT 

In this paper we propose a degree theory for multivah1.::d weakly 

upper semicontinuous maps with convex valu~s in a reflexiv~ Banach 

space with Schauder basis. 

INTRODUCTION 

A degree theory for singlevalued weakly continuous maps was 

developed in [41 The aim of this note is to introfoce a degree theory 

for multivalued weakly upper semicontinuous maps (see Definition 

l. 5). Our results extend the degree theory of singlevalued weakly 

('Ontinuous maps of (4J. 

The paper is divided into three parts. 

In the first part we give the notations and the basic definitions to 

be used in the sequel and we introduce the so-called condition (A) 

"'hi ch plays the same role in our theory as the usual condition "the 

*Work supported by M. P. I., G. N. A. F. A. and C. N. R. of Italy. 
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map has no fixed points on the boundary" i11 the case of maps upper 

semicontinuous with convex compact values. 

The second part is devoted to the degree theory for the multivalued 

weakly upper semicontinuous maps with convex values, satisfying the 

condition (A) with respect to some Schauder basis in reflexive Banach 

spaces. 

Finally, in the third part we introduce a class of multivalued maps 

which satisfies the condition (A) with respect to every orthonormal 

basis of a Hilbert space. 

1. NOTATIONS, DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

We recall that a multivalued map of a set X into a set Y is a tri

ple (G, X, Y), where G, the graph of T, is a subset of X >< Y such that 

Tx = {ye Y; (x, y) e G} is nonempty for each x e X. TX= {Tx:x e X} 

is the range of T, while Xis its domain. We shall use the symbol 

T: X ~ Y to indicate a multivalued map. If D C X then 

TD = {Tx: x .e D}. 

Let X and Y be topological spaces and T : X ~ Y. 

Definition 1. 1. 

The map Tis called upper semicontinuous (u. s c.) at x0 "X if 

for any open set. V containing Txo there exists a neighbourhood U of x0 

such thatx.e U impl~es Tx CV. 

Definition 1. 2. 

The map T is called u. s. c. on X if it is u. s. c, at each point x € X 

and Tx is compact for every x E X. 

Definition 1. 3. 

The map Tis called closed if its graph is closed in XxY. 

t 
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Definition 1. 4. 

The map T is called closed if its graph is closed in Xx Y. 

A fixed point of a multivalued map T : X --? Y is a point x EX 
such that x E Tx. 

Let X be a real refiexive Banach space with norm II · II , which 

admits a Schauder basis. By Br we denote the ball {x E X : ii x II .,;;;;; r}, 

where r is a real positive number, with oBr the s11here {x E X: 

II x II = r}. We shall also use the symbols "-o" and,,__,.,, to denote the 

strong and the weak convergence in X respectively. Moreover, we shall 

denote by -r the weak topology on X. 

Definition l. 5. 

The map T : B, --? Xis called weakly upper semicontinuons (w. u. 

• 7" s. c.) at x0 ES,, if it is u. s. c. at xo, with respect to the weak topo~ 

logy'· 

Definition 1. 6. 

The map T: S, -+ Xis called w. u. s. c. on B,, if it is w. u. s. c. 

at each po int x E B, and Tx is weakly compact (i. e. compact with res -

pect to -r) for every x E S,. 

Defin.ition 1. 7. 

The map T : B, --? X is called weakly closed, (fits graph is closed 

in B, x X with respect to the weak topology on the product. 

Remark 1. 1. 

If T: S, -+Xis weakly closed then (see [I]) : 

{xm} C. S,, Xn -"" X} 
)In --» y ==> y E Tx. 

¥ n E N, y,. E Tx,. · 
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Definition 1. 8. 

Let D C X. The map T: D -J> Xis called bounded on D, if it maps 

bounded sets of D into bounded sets of X. 

Remark 1. 2. 

Let D c X. If D is weakly compact then D is bounded and wea

kly closed (i. e. closed with respect to 1'), by the reflexivity of X. 

Remark 1. 3. 

If T: S, _,,.Xis w. u. c. on S, then it is weakly closed (see [I)). 

Remark I. 4. 

If T: X _,,. X is w. u. s. c. then it send.; weakly cJm;:iact sets of X 

into weakly compact sets of X (see [I]). 

Remark 1. 5. 

If T: B, _,,. X is w. u. s. c. on S, then Tx is closed for any x E B,. 

Proposition I. 1. 

Let D C X. If T : D _,,. X is w. u. s. c. and D is weakly c!osfd 

then Tis bounded on D. 

Proof: Given a bounded subset K C D, its weak closure K ( i. e. 

the c.losure of K with respect to -r) is weakly compact, by the reflexi-

vity of X. Moreover, K is contained in D, since D is weakly closed. 

Consequently, TK is weakly compact (see Remar'.< l. 4). Form the 

Remark I. 2 it follows that TK is bounded and we.ikly closed. Hence 
=-

TK C TK is bounded " 

Let X be a real reflexive Banach space, { ei} a Schaujer basis of X and 

{<f.;} the corresponding biorthogonal system in the dual space X*, i. e. 
¢1 (e1) = a11. Given n E N, by 3,,;S, we denote the 

'r-
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n 
n-dimensional sphere { x € as. : ~ I tfo; (x) 12 = ,2 }. 

i=l 

We say that the map T: B --+ X satisfies the condition (A), with res

pect to the Schauder basis {es}, if there exists no E N such that, for all 

n > no and for all x E a..S, and y E Tx, there exists j ~ n such that 

cfo; ( y) -::/=- cfo; ( x). 

In particular, we say that the map T: B--+ X satisfies the cond

ition (B), if it satisfies the condition (A) with no = I. 

Finally, the map T : B --+ X satisfies the condition (C), if 

x ~ Tx for all x E a s .. 

The following examples prove the mutual independence of the 

condition (A) and ( C). 

Example 1. 1. ((A) does not imply (C) ). 

Let H be a real and separable Hilbert space with inner product (,) 

and orthonormal ba~is {ei}. Fix a E H such that II a II = 2r - e, where 

e: < r is a real and positive number. We define Tx = Sa + a - x', 

where sf = { z E H: II z Ii ~ e:}, for all x E Sr. The map T has a fixed 

point on as,. Let x = [r/(2r - e:)]a and z = [e:/(2r - e)]a, then we 

have ,; = z + a - x with II x II = r and II z ii =e:. Consequently, 

; is a fixed point of T on as, and thus (C) does not hold. On the 

other hand the map T verifies the condition (A) with respect to every 

orthonormal basis {ei} with the property that (a, e;) -::j=.0 for infinitely 

many indices j. Suppose now that T does not satisfy the condition (A). 

Then one can fmd x and z such that (z + a - x) E Tx, XE onSr, and 

(z + a - x, e;) = (x, e;), for j = l, ... ,n. By the second and, third 
n 

prop~rt y, lJ [ (z, e;) + (a, e;) ]2 = 4,.2; on the other hand 
j=l 
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n 
~ [(z, ei) + (a, e;)]2 < 4,.2, since (a, e:) =I= o for infinitely many j. 

j=l . 

This contradiction completes the proof.· 

Example 1. 2. ( (C) does not imply (A)) 

Let {ei} be an orthonormal basis of H and e < r a real positive 

number. We define, for all x E Sr 

00 

Lx = {h E H: h = x + ~ (y, e,) e;+l for some y ES, + x}. 
i=l 

lt is easy to verify that the map Lis without fixed points on as,. The 

map L, however, does not satisfy the condition (A) with respect to the 

orthonormal basis {e.}. In fact, for all n E N, the element ren € onSr is 

such that 

00 

(ren, e1) = (re,, + L: (re,., e,) e;+ 1, e;) for j = I, ,n. 
i=I 

Remark I. 6. 

Obviously, in the definition of condition (A), the choice of the incex 

no depends, in general, on the basis. Moreover the example I. 1 shows 

that no may tend to + oo, if the orthonormal basis {e;} changes. 

Proposition l 2. 

If T: B, --+Xis w. u. s. c. and does not sati~fy the condition (A) with 

respect to a Schauder basis {e;}, then T has fixed point in S,. 

Proof: Ii T does not satisfy the condition (A) there exists an infinite 

sequence {111,} of positive intergers with m -o +oo and a sequence 

{xk} with x" € o B,, 
llk 
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for all k e: N, such that </li(Y) = <fai(xk) for j= 1, .. ,n1, for some ye: Tx1 .. 

. h . n,, T nk By contruct1on, t ere exists ze .: x , 

nk 
such that znk = xnk + / 1k with xn" = }.; 

i=I 

00 

<fo; (xn1')ei 

and y~~ = }.; <fo; (zm) e;, since {xnk} is bounded there 
i=nk+l 

existg a subsequence {xnkcsi } of {:/11
'} such that xnk<•> --+ x .: ST. 

Moreover. the corresponding subsequence {znk<s1 } of { znk} 

converges also weakly to x. In fact. this follows from the bounded 

ness of the sequence {znk<•> }and the map T, (see Proposition l.l), since 

( zn1
'<•1 • e;) -o (x, t-;) for a!l j E N. Finally. since the graph of T is 

weakly closed, one has x E Tx (see Remark I 1) 

2. Definition of a Topological Degree for Multivalued 

W. U. S. C. Maps 

Let T : B~ __,. X be w. u. s. c., and {ei} a Schauder basis in X with 

· biorthogonal system {,Pi} (see before). Let Xn = [e1 , , en] the linear 

hull of the first n basis vectors, s: the sphere of radius r in Xn, and 

08~ its boundary For fixed n.: N, we define Tn : B~ --o- Xn by 

,Tn (x1 , .. ., Xn) = { (y1, · , y,.): y E Tx}, 

where Xi = .p;(x) and Y• = rfo;(y) for i = l , ... , n. 

If T ; S ,--o- Xis w. u. s. c. and satisfies the c0nd1tion (A) with respect 

to the Schauder basis {e;}, then Tn : B~ ~ Xn is.f~~ed point free on 
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cB;, for all n > n0• In fact, if we had x E Tnx for some x E oB~ 

there would exist y E Tx with x 
n 
~ <Pi (x) ei and hence 

i=I 

q,j (y) = </J;(x) for j = 1 , .. , n, contradicting the condition ( 4). More-

over, Tn is u. s. c. for all n-~ N, as composition of map T with 

imbeddings and projections. 

Definition 2. I. 

Let T: Br --? X be w. u s. c, with convex values. If T satisfies th~ 

condition (A), with respect to the Schauder basis {e;}, we d~fine 

Deg(l-T, S,, 0), the degree of Ton S, with respect to 0, a~ follows: Let 
fl 

L., be the set of all integers togethers with { + oo } and { -- oo }. Then 
h 

Deg (I-T, S,, 0) is defined to be the subset of Z given by: 

'· 
Deg (l-T, S,, 0) = {y E Z/there exists an infinte sequence {Ilk} 

of positive integers with n,, -o = s'uch that Deg ( /-T
11

k ,B~", O) - o y}. 

Remark 2. 1. 

h 

Deg U-:-T, S,, 0) # q,, since Z is co.npact. In particular, if y is a 

(finite) integer, then Deg (l-T , h~k. 0) -o y iff Deg (I-T , Bn" O) 
ni, nk r ' 

= y for all but a finite number of n"" 

Remark 2. 2. 

The degree Deg (I-T , B~k, 0) used in Definition 2. I is the Cellina 
n" 

-Lasota degree [3 ]. It is. well .defined for all nk > n0 • 

In fact, the map T is w. u. s. c., bounded, with convex and closed 

~· 
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values (see Proposition 1. 1 and Remark 1. 5). Hence 

1-T : B~" - X is u. s. c., with convex and compact values. 
nk n" 

The following theorems gather the main properties of the degree of 

Definition 2. 1. 

Theorem 2. 1. (Solution property). 

Let T : B, - X be w. u. s. c., with convex values, and such that condi

tion (A) holds with respect to the Schauder basis {ei}. If Deg (I-T, B,, 0) 

:f=. {0}, then there exists an element x E B, such that x E Tx. 

Proof: If Deg (I-T, B,, 0) ::/= {O} there exists an infinite sequence 

{nk} of positive integers with mo -o + oo such that deg (I-T ,B~\O):f=.O. 
m 

By the solution property of the Cellina-Lasota degree it follows that 

for every nk there exists x n,, E B~7' such that xm E T xn,'. The rema
nk 

ining part of the proof is analogues to that of the Proposition I. 2. 

Theorem 2. 2. (Homotopy invariance). 

Let H: Br x [O 1] - X be aw. u. s. c. map such that H(x, t) ts convex 

for every (x, t) E B, X [O, I]. If the family of the maps Ht = H(· , t): 

Br -;. X verifies the condition (A) for all t E [O, I], with respect to the 

Schauder basis {e1}, and if there exists n E N such that no (Ht) ~ n, for 

all t E [O, l], then Deg (I-Ht, B,, 0) is independent oft E [O, l]. 

Proof: For all n ;;;;. n, H,.: B~ x [O, I]-;. Xn is a homotopy such that 

0 ~ (·, t)) (a B~) for 0 ~ t ~ 1. By the homotopy property of the 

Cellina-Lasota degree, we have that Deg (I-Hn (· , t), B~ , 0) is inde

pendent oft E [O, l]. Hence also Deg (I-Ht , B, , 0) is independent of 

fE(O,l]. 

Theorem 2. 3 (Excision property) ,,,g; 
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Let T: B, - X be w. u. s. c., with c.onvex. values. If T sati:sfies, the 

condition. (A), on aS).., with respect t.o the Schauder basis {e;J, for any A 

with r ~A~ R, then Deg (l-T, B,, 0) = Deg (l-T, BR, 0). 

Proof: We have that, for all n">no, deg(l-Tn, B~, O)=degEf-T, Bn, 0) 
R 

0 0 
sinee 0 ~ (l-Tn) (B; '-B; ), where B~ = B~'-aB~ . 

Theorem 2. 4. (Borsuk type theorem). 

Let T :.Br - X'be w. u. s. c., with convex values If T satisfies the 

condition (A), with respect to the Schauder basis (e,}, and is odd on 

3B, , then Deg(I-T, B, , 0) is odd (i. e., 2m ~ Deg(l-T, B, , 0) for any 

integer m). In particular, {O} =f=. Deg(I-T, Br , 0) so that the equation 

x i: Tx has a. sotutdon in Br • 

Proof : For all n i: N, Tn : B~ - Xn is an u. s. c. map, with compact 

and convex values, which is odd on 3B~. Hence, for all n >no, 

deg(l-Tn,B;, O)is odd. In fact, the homotopy 

H 11(x, t) = [l/{l + t)] (l-Tn) x + [t/(1 + t)] (-I+ Tn) x 

is admissible in the sense of [3], hence 

deg (Hn(", 0) B~, 0) =deg (H,.(",l), B~, 0) 

and there exists ii i: N such that n ~A') ~· ii , for all Ai;fr , R], 

r 
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where H11(· , 1) is an odd map on aB;. The fact that deg U:fn(·, 1),B',1,0) 

is an odd: integer can be shown by constructing a sequence 

(see [5] , Lemma 2.3) of singlevalued continuous odd maps 

f ~ : B~ __,,. co R(Hn (· , 1)) , where co R(Hn (" , J)) is the clo3ed 

convex hull of the rangeR(l/,. (· , 1)) of the map H,.(· , l), converging 

to Hri(· , I) in the sense of [3J. Consequently, Deg (l-T, Br,O) contains 

only odd integers . 

Theor.eJn 2.5. (Boundary value dependence). 

Let T, L : B, __,,. X be two w. u. s. c. maps, with convex values, which 

satisfy the condition (A), with respect to the Schauder basis { et}. If 

Tx=Lxfor all x E aB,, then Deg (l-T, Br, O)=Deg (l-L, Br, 0). 

Froof: For aB nEN and for all XEoB~,,Tn x=Lnx. For all n >ii 

=max {no (T), no(L)}, deg (l-T,., B~,O) and deg (I-L,., B~, 0) are well 

defir.ed. Hence the homotopy 

H,. (x, t) = (l-t:) (l-T,,) x+t (I-L,,)x 

is admissible in the sense of [3] for all n>n. Therefore 

deg (I-Tn, B~, 0) =deg (I-Ln, B~, 0) for all n>n, 

and hence Deg (I-T, B,, 0)= Deg (l-L, Br, 0) . 

3. A SPECIAL CLASS OF MULTIVALUED MAPS 

In this section, let H denote a real separab1e Hilbert space, We give a 

sufficient condition for a map Tto satisfy condition (A) with respect 

to every orthonormal basis { et } in H. To this and, we first prove 

following 
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Proposition 3. 1. 

For a map T: B, --+ H the following assertions are equivalent 

(i) The map T satisfies the condition (B), with respect to every 

orthonormal basis {e;}. 

(ii) For all x E 3B, and y E Tx we have (y , x) -::j=. II x II 2. 

Proof: (i) =>(ii). Let x E 0B, and {ei} be an orthonormal basis of H, 

where e1 =x/r . By assumption, the map T satisfies the condition (B), 

with respect to the orthonormal basis {e;}, and x E 01 Br = {x E oBr : 

(x, e1)2 = r2}. Hence (y, x) * II x It 2 for each y E Tx. 

(ii) => (1). Let {e;} be an arbitrary orthonormal basis of H. lf T did 

not satisfy condition (B) with respect to {e;}, then for all n E N we 

could find x E on B. and ye Tx such that (y, e;) = (x, e;) for}= I, ... ,n, 

hence 

(y, x)= II x I! 2, contradicting (ii). 

Theorem. 3. 1. 

If the map T : B, _,,. H is bounded and satisfies the following 

condition: 

( 
I There exists a real number k > 0 and an element a E H such 
I 
I that, for all x E oBr and y E Tx, one of the following 
I 

(b) ~ conditions hold : 
I 
j {I) (x, y) * 11 x 11 2 ; 

I 
j (II) I (a, x-y) I > k ; 
l 

then the map T satisfies the condition (A), with respect to every 

~· 
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Orthonormal basis {e,} in H. 

Proof: Let {e;} be an orthonormal ba·sis in H. Since T is bounded, 

there exists no e N such that 

\ 
~ (a, ej) (y, ej) / < k 

j=l1o 

for ally € TB,, 

Now, if the map T did not satisfy the condition (A), with respect to 

{e1}, then for all n E N we could find x € onBr ar:.d y € Tx such that 

(x, e;)=(y, e;) for j=: I, .. •'!· 

If x verifies condition I) of (b), this contradicts Proposition 3. 1. On 
' 

the other hand, if x verifies condition II) of (b ), , this gives a contrad-

iction for n ~ no , since 

k .,;;;, I < a , x - y ) I =J ~ ( a ,,ej ) ( y, e; ) · / <k . · 
j=m+l 

Remark 3. I • 
...... 11' 

· If T : B, -+ II is a w. u. s. c. map which si,itisfies the condition (b) of 

Theorem 3. 1, the~ de~ree of Defi~itiori'"3.1 is well defined with resp

ect to every orthonormal basis [ ei ] in H. 

Remark 3. 2. 

The class of singlevalued weakly continuous maps which satisfies the 

.condition ( b) of Theorem 3. I strictly includes the class for which the 

Canfora-Pacella degree theory applies ( see [ 2 ] and [ 6 J ) . 

At last we give a fixed point theorem . 
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Theorem 3. 2. 

te( T : S ~ H. bt;, w •. ii. ~. c .. • SupJJPSe that th.ere exis.ts q number fi suah 

that , for all n > ii , the condition ( y , :>; ) .~ II :>; n 2 holds far any 

x " on B, and y "Tx. Then T has afixedpoint in B,. 

p..,oof. We consider the homotopy H (t, x) = t ( I~T) x. Then the 

proof of the theorem follows from the proposition l '2. 
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